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Department of Electrical Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria 
Methods of  generating irreducible polynomials from a given minimal  
polynomial are known. However, when dealing with polynomials of  large 
degrees many  of these methods are laborious, and computers  have to be used. 
In  this paper the problem of generating irreducible polynomials f rom trinomials 
is investigated. An efficient technique of comput ing the min imum polynomial 
of c~ k over GF(2) for certain values of k, when the min imum polynomial of c~ is 
of the form x m 4- x + 1, is developed, and explicit formulae are given. 
INTRODUCTION 
The generation of irreducible polynomials over GF(2) has been a subject 
of a number of investigations mainly because these polynomials are important 
not only in the study of linear sequencies but also in BCH coding and 
decoding. Many results have been obtained (Albert, 1966; Daykin, 1960). 
Computational methods for generating minimal polynomials from a given 
irreducible polynomial have been developed. These have been described by 
Berlekamp (1968), Golomb (1967), and Lempel (1971), among others. 
Berlekamp observed that all these methods are helpful for hand calculation 
only if the minimal polynomial from which others are generated is of low 
degree. He further pointed out that it proves easiest o compute polynomials 
of large degree by computer using the matrix method. In addition these 
methods use algorithms. Seldom do they provide results of a general nature. 
However, utilizing the underlying ideas of the matrix method, some general 
results on generating irreducible polynomials from a large class of trinomials 
are derived in this paper. These results, in turn, lead to further computational 
algorithms of improved efficiency. 
2. IRREDUCIBLE TRINOMIALS 
Of all binary irreducible polynomials trinomials are the most interesting 
due to their relative simplicity. This is because the shift registers implement- 
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ing trinomials are the least complex. Consequently, irreducible trinomials 
over GF(2 m) have been a subject of a number of investigations. In spite of 
this research the general results obtained are highly restricted. In the absence 
of any additional general results computer searches have been resorted to. 
Zierler and Brillhart (1968, 1969) computed irreducible trinomials of degree 
up to 1000 by this method. In addition Zierler (1969) computed primitive 
trinomials whose degree is Mersenne exponent. He later obtained trinomials 
of the form x ~ -}- x -}- 1 of degree up to 30,000, again by computer search. 
The result of all these investigations i that a large number of irreducible 
trinomials is known. These can then be used to determine other irreducible 
polynomials. 
Generating Irreducible Polynomials 
Let a ~ GF(2~). The minimal polynomials of a, Mm(x) ,  is assumed to be a 
trinomial. A technique to compute the minimal polynomial of a~, MI~>(x), 
is developed. In this paper only results on trinomials of the form x ~ + x + 1 
are presented. Further results on trinomials of the form x ~ + x ~ + 1 will be 
presented in the second paper. 
THEOREM 1. 
and m > 2: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Proof. 
of M<8>(x), 
Suppose that x ~ + x - /  1 is the minimal polynomial of oL 
i f  m ~ 0 modulo 3, M(~)(x) = x ~ + x ~13 + x~/~ + x + 1; 
i f  m ~ 1 modulo 3, M(3)(x) = x "~ -{- x(~+l>/3 + x(~+2)/~ + x + l; 
m ~ 2 modulo 3. 
Let M(~)(x) -~ ~i=0 ]Vii x~ and m ~ 0 modulo 3; since a s is a root 
m¢3)(x 3) = ~ Mix si 
i=0 
=0.  
Computations are modulo x*" + x + 1. Reducing the above expression we 
obtain 
M(3)(x 3) = Mo + Mix 3 + "'" + M,./3 (x + 1)  + " -  
+ M2,~/a(x 2+ 1) + -'. + M,~(x ~ 4- x 2 + x + 1) 
~0.  
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coefficients of like power of x and setting the results equal to 
= 0 O) 
= 0 (2) 
= 0 (3) 
= 0 (4) 
m 
=o,  1~<i< T 
m 
-o ,  I ~<i< 5- (5) 
m 
=0,  2~i<- f f .  
hence, 
These equations can easily be solved by inspection and we find that 
M o = M 1 = M~/3 = M~/3 = M~ 
and all the remaining terms zero. But if M(a)(x) is irreducible M 0 must be one. 
Thus, 
1 = M 1 = M~/8  = M~/a  = M~;  
M(a)(x) = x ~ + x2~/~ + x~/3 + x + I. 
A similar procedure is used to show that if m ~ 1 modulo 3, 
M~3)(x) = x ~ + x(2~+1)/~ + x(~+~)/a + x + 1. 
It is a known fact that if m --~ 2 modulo 3, x ~ -[- x + 1 is divisible by 
x ~' + x + 1 and conversely (Zierler, 1968). 
THEOREM 2. I f  the minimal polynomial of ~ is x ~ + x + 1, m~O 
modulo k, then the minimal polynomial of a ~ is 
i=0 
Proof. Suppose that the degree of M~k)(x) is m; then any polynomial of 
degree m that has ~ as a root must be M(k)(x). 
zero, the following equations are obtained. 
M o + M,~/3 + M2~/~ + M~ 
M~ + M~ 
M2m/s -~- Men 
M1 + M(~/a)+l + M(~m/~)+l M~ 
M(m/a)+i 
M(2m/3)+i 
i i -~ M(~n/3)+i -~ M(2m/3)+i 
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Let 
i=O 
g(xT~) = i 
= [x "~ 27 1] k 27 x ~. 
But computations are modulo x'~27 x + 1. Hence, 
g(x ~) ~- x ~ + x 7~ 
~0.  
Thus, if the degree of M(~)(x) is m, 
/=0 
Let 
. M(7~)(x) = ~ Mi  xi, 
i=O 
Mi=O,  1, i=0 ,1  .... ,m. 
M~)(x)  = M o + Mix  + ... + M,~/~x m/~ + ... + M2,~/~x z~/k + ... 
+ M(2~lT~)+ix¢2ml~)+i + ... + M~l~X ~nlk + ... + ... 
27 Mim/~X italic 27 "'" @ M(imlk)+jx(lmllc)+J -]- "'" -2 7 "'" 27 M,~x% 
Suppose that the degree of M(~)(x) is less than m/k. Since ot ~ is a root of 
m(~)(x), 
M(~)(x~) =mo + Mix ~ + "'" + MjxJ~, j < m/k 
~-Omodulox  ~+x+l .  
Sineej < m/k, j k  < m, and M (~) is zero only if every coefficient is zero. But 
M 0 cannot be zero, therefore, the degree of M(1~)(x) cannot be less than m/k. 
Suppose that the degree of M(k)(x) is im/k +j  for 0 < i < k, 0 ~ j < m/k. 
This means that the degree of M(~)(x) is less than m. ~ is a root of M(~)(x) 
so that M(~)(~ k) ~ O. 
m(~)(x ~) = M o + Mix  ~ 27 "'" + M,~/z:(x + 1) + "'" @ Mz,~/~(x 2 + 1) 
+ M(2m/t~)+l(X ~+2 + x ~) 27 "'" 27 Mam/zz(x a -~- x 2 27 x 27 1) 
27 "'" 27 Mi,~/~(x 27 1) i 27 "'" 27 M(i~/k)+j(x j~+i 27 "'" 27 M k) 
0 modulo x '~ + x 27 1. 
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Since the degree of M(~)(x) is im/k + j ,  M(im/~)+j is not zero. However, upon 
collecting coefficients of like powers of x and setting the results equal to zero, 
M(,n~/~)+5 must be zero as it is the only term as a coefficient of M k+~. Therefore, 
the degree of M(~)(x) cannot be (ira~k) + j and must be m. Thus, 
i~O 
COROLLARY 1.1. I f  the minimal polynomial of a is x ~ + x + 1 and m -~ 0 
modulo k and for some positive integer p, k ~- 2 ~ + 1, then the minimal poly- 
nomial of ~ is 
M(~)(x) -~ x ~ + x2~l  k + x"*l k + x + 1. 
Proof. From Theorem 2, 
= + x 
By Lueas' (1878) theorem 
(~) = 1, i=  k ,k  --  1, 1,0 
= 0, otherwise 
M(k)(x) = x ~ + x~'*/~ + x~/k + x + 1. 
THEOREM 3. I f  the minimal polynomial of ~ is x m + x + 1, m > k, 
m =-- 1 modulo k, then the minimalpolynomial ofa k is 
i=0 
Proof. The minimal polynomial of ~k can be expressed as 
M(k)(x) = ~ Mix i, M i = O,1, i = O, 1,..., m. 
i=0 
M(k)(x) = M o + Mix  + ... + M(m_a)/~x (~-l)/k + Mcm+k_l ) /kX (m+~-l)/~ -j- . . .  
+ M(2~+~-~)/k x(2m+l~-2)/k _~_ ... ~_ ... ~_ M(i~+k-i)/~x (i'~+~-i)/k 
+ "" + M(im+k_i)/~+jX (im+(j+l)~-i)/7~ + "'" + "'" + Mm xm. 
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Suppose the degree of M(7~)(x) is less than or equal to (m - -  l)/k. Then, 
M{~)(x~) = Mo + M~x~ + -'. + M~xJ~ 
~-0. 
But since j k  < m because j < (m - -  1)/k, M s is zero, which contradicts the 
assumption that the degree of M(k)(x) is j. Therefore, the degree of M(7~)(x) 
must be greater than (m - -  1)/k. 
Suppose that it is (im + k - -  i ) /k + j  for 0 < i < k and 0 ~j  < (m - -  1)/k. 
Then 
M(e)(x~) = M o + Mix  ~ -? ... + M(~+t~-1)/~(x 1~ + x ~-~) + ... 
+ M(2~+~-2)/~(x ~ + x ~-2) + "'" + "'" 
+ M(im+k-i)/~(x ~ + ... + x ~-i) + ... 
+ M(i~+l~_~)/~+j(x(J+~)~ + .." + x(J+ a)~-i) 
0 modulo x ~ + x + 1. 
M(i,,+~_i)/~+~ is zero since it is the only coefficient of x (j+l)k which contradicts 
the assumption that the degree of M(~)(x) is (ira + k - -  i ) /k + j .  Therefore, 
the degree M(l~)(x) must be m. 
Since the degree of M(~)(x) is m, any polynomial of degree m whose root is 
~ must be M(k)(x). 
Let 
Then 
Letting m ---- qk q- 1, 
i=0 
i~0 
= xk[x q~ + 1] ~ + 1 
= Ix ak+l q- x] ~ -k 1 
= [x ~ q- x] ~ q- 1. 
643/3o/4-7  
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Since computations are modulo x ~ -i- x -,I- I, 
g(x ~) -- I k -[- I 
=-" O, 
Therefore, 
M(~)(x) : x ((k-i)m~i)/k + 1. 
i=0 
TIIEOREM 4. I f  X ~ + X : I is the minimal polynomial of ~, m ~ r modulo 
k, g.e.d. (r, k) = 1, j is the positive integer <k such that jr ~ 1 --z 0 modulo k, 
and degree of M(kJ(x) is m, then the minimal polynomial of ,k is 
k--1 
M~e)(x) --- x m + ~ Mijx(ffm+i~/k + x i- 1 
i=1 
where ij - i j  modulo k and 
M~, = ())  + (i ~ l) + (i 2J2) M2j + ... + ((i --1)j]/ 
Proof. Given that degree of M(~)(x) is m, any polynomial of degree m 
whose root is ~ is M(7~)(x). 
Let 
/¢--1 
g(x) = x"  + ~ M~jx"~+~/'~ -+- x + 1. 
Then, 
k--1 
g(x k) -- x I~ + ~ Mijx~+~ -!- x~ + 1. 
i=1 
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Reducing (x ~) modulo x m + x + 1, 
7c--1 
g(#O = (x + 1) ~ + y'  M~j(x -}- 1) ~ x ~ + x ' + 1. 
i=1 
g(x ~) is zero if and only if the following equations hold. 
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Suppose that these equations hold. Multiply the first equation by x, the 
second equation by x~,..., and the (k -- 1)th equation by x k-l, and add. 
Then, 
0 = 2 x* + ~ M~j x*+~; 
i=1  i=1 ~o=0 
Z x,+x +l+2 ZM,  
i=l i=l 2o=0 
x *+~x ~ M~.j x~+x ~+1=0;  
i=o i=1 ~o=o 
k--1 
(x + 1) ~ + ~ M~(x + 1) ~x ~ +x k + 1 =0.  
i= l  
But, x ~ = x + 1 when reduced modulo x m + x + 1, 
k--1 
x mk + ~ Mijx "-~'+i + x ~ ~ 1 = O, g(x ~) = O. 
/=1 
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I f  g(x 7~) -~ O, equating the individual coefficients of powers of x to zero, the 
following equations are readily obtained: 
= + + 
fo r l  < i <~ k -- 1, 
which are identical to those above. 
Thus, 
M(~)(x)  - g(x) .  
THEOREM 5. Suppose that r and k, 0 ~ r < k, are positive integers and m 
and m' are such that m ~ r modulo k, m' ~ 1 -- r modulo k and x ~ + x + 1 
and x"  + x + 1 are irreducible. I f  the minimum polynomial of ~ is M(~)(x) 
when the minimum polynomial of ~, M(a)(x), is x ~ + x + 1, and it is M'(k)(x) 
when M(1)(x) is x m" + x + 1, then M(k)(x) and M'(7C)(x) are of the same weight. 
Corresponding to each term, x (9~+q)/k of M(~)(x), there is a term x(~'+q')/k of 
M'~)(x), where q' >/0 is the least integer that makes (pr + q')/k an integer. 
Proof. Let m ~- r modulo k. 
Mac)(x k) = M o + MI xk + "" + M(m+k-r)/le(x 7c-r+l -j- x k- l)  + "'" 
+ M(2m+k-2~)/k(x ~-~'+2 + x ~-2~) + ... 
+ M(a~+~_3~)/~(x -2~+a + xk-3~+ 2 + x~-a~'+ 1  x ~-3r) + ... + -.. 
• i0  + 
\11 x 
+ Mm_lXk-r(X -~" l )  k-1 + M,,(x + 1) k 
Omodulox  ~+x+ 1. 
By equating coefficients of like powers of x to zero, one obtains a set of 
equations relating the coefficients of M(k)(x). 
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Let m' -~ k - -  r -}- 1 modulo k. 
M'('~)(x ~) = M o' -~ Ml 'x  ~ q- ... q- M~,+r_l)/~(x" q- x ~-1) ._}_ . . .  
M ' " x 2~ x ~-~) "'" q- (2m'+~-2)/k + q- 
+ M&_~(x + 1) ~-~ x "-~ + M;~,(x + 1) ~ 
~ 0 modulo x m -I- x -t- 1. 
In a similar manner, a set of equations relating the coefficients of M'(k)(x) 
can be obtained. Examining the two expressions, it can be seen that they 
differ only in that each term of the form x i+k-t~ in the first expression 
corresponds to a term of the form x ~r in the second expression. Thus, 
identical sets of equations are obtained in the two cases. Therefore, similar 
solutions are obtained. This is achieved by taking each term of the form 
x(~m'+q')/~ of the latter and determining the least integer q' >~ 0 which makes 
(pr + q')/k an integer to give a corresponding term, x(~+~)l~ of the former. 
This theorem allows one to obtain either M(~)(x) for m ~- r modulo k or 
M(k)(x) for m' ~ k q- 1 --  r modulo k from the other. Theorem 4 can be 
used to determine the first of these if either (k, r) = 1 or (k, k -+- 1 - -  r )  = 1.  
EXAMPLE. Let m ~ 6 modulo 9. Now, (6, 9) ~ 1. However, 
(9 ÷ 1 - -  6, 9) = (4, 9) = 1, 
and Theorem 4 can be used m ~- 4 modulo 9. Solving 4]" q- 1 = 0 modulo 9 
for the least positive integer gives j ---- 2. Thus, 
+ + (,4) = 1, 
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Mn.2 (96) + (63) + (11) 1, 
= + + = 0 
Therefore, 
M~O)(x) = x ~ + x~2~+1)/9 + x~6~+3~/9 + x~+5)/~ + xC3~+n)/9 + x + 1 
= x ~ + x~6~+3)/9 + xC3~+61/9 + x~2~+1)/g + x"~+5)/9 + x + 1. 
But this for m = 4 modulo 9. However, from the theorem 
M~9)(x) = x ~ + x (6~¢~+a)]9 + x (3~+b)/9 -~ x (2"re+e)/9 -~- x (¢n+d)]9 -~- x 2[_ 1, 
where a, b, c, and d are the least positive integers making (p6+ ?)/9 an 
integer. Solving for these 
a - -0 ,  b -----0, c=6,  d=3.  
resulting in 
M~9)(x) -~ x ~ + x~6~)/9 + xl3~/°) + x~2~+n)/9 + x~+3)/° + x + 1. 
In particular, if m = 15, M¢l)(x) ---- x 15 + x + 1 is irreducible, and 
M~9)(x) = x 15 + x 1° + x 5 + x 4+ x ~ + x+ 1. 
In proving many of the theorems it is assumed that the degree of M~k)(x) is m. 
However, necessary and sufficient conditions for M~el(x) to be of degree m 
are known and stated by Albert (1956). Moreover, Berlekamp (1968) has 
shown that it is not difficult to compute the degree of the minimal polynomial 
of a ~ in any particular case. 
I f  the degree of the minimal polynomial of a ~ is not m, it has been observed 
empirically that the expression of the theorems for M(k)(x) is reducible, but is 
a power of the true minimal polynomial. For example using Theorem 4 to 
find the minimal polynomial of ~5 given that MCl)(x) = x4- /x -~-  1, the 
result obtained is x 4 -}- x 2 + 1, which is reducible. In fact, it is the square of 
x ~ - /x  -j- 1 which is the actual minimal polynomial of ~5. 
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Most of the proofs here start with a postulated expression for M~k~(x) g(x). 
Then, assuming the degree of Ml~(x) is known, it is shown that because 
g(x) has the same degree as MCk~(x) and because a~ is its root, g(x) must 
equal MCk~(x). We have not described how g(x) was originally obtained, 
which was by solving extensive systems of linear equations over GF(2). This 
procedure is illustrated in the proof of Theorem 1. Further details have been 
presented by Bajoga (1971) elsewhere. 
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